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Certain translation nets are shown to be equivalent to sets of mutually 
orthogonal Latin squares constructed by the automorphism method. Known results 
on tixed-point-free automorphisms are used to improve the known upper bounds 
on the maximum number of parallel classes in such a net. In particular, the maxi- 
mum number is found exactly for such nets whose translation groups are Abelian. 
Applications are given both to the statistical design of experiments and to other 
parts of pure mathematics. ( 1990 Academx Press, Inc 
1. THREE PERSPECTIVES ON ONE OBJECT 
A particular combinatorial object has been studied, under different 
names, by three groups of people. Statisticians call it a set of mutually 
orthogonal Latin squares (MOLS) with a special property; geometers call it 
a trandation net; while algebraists call it a partial congruence partition of a 
group. In each context the same problem arises: that of finding the 
maximum number of squares, parallel classes, components, respectively, 
given the group associated with the object. 
A Latin square of order n is a set Sz of cardinality n2 with three partitions 
into n classes of size n, in such a way that each class of each partition meets 
every class of the other two partitions. The classes of the three partitions 
are usually called rows, columns, and letters. Two Latin squares of side n 
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on the same set Q are said to be orthogonal if their rows and columns are 
identical and each letter of the first square meets every letter of the second 
square. A set of s mutually orthogonal Latin squares on R may therefore 
be regarded as a set of s + 2 partitions of Q. 
For r 3 3, an (n, r)-net is a resolvable incomplete-block design for n* 
treatments in r replicates of II blocks of size II, with the property that each 
pair of treatments concurs in at most one block. Such block designs were 
introduced by Yates in [33, 341, and called lattice designs. Sometimes the 
treatments, blocks, and replicates are called points, lines, and parallel 
classes, respectively. See [24] for the introduction of nets in various pure 
mathematical contexts. It is clear that an (n, r)-net is equivalent to r - 2 
MOLS of order n: the blocks of the ith replicate are the classes of the ith 
partition (see [13, Chap. 81). 
There is some disagreement in the literature about the proper definition 
of an automorphism of a net, or set of MOLS, and hence in the definition 
of sameness of nets, or MOLS. Clearly, an automorphism should be a 
permutation of the set of points which induces a permutation on the set of 
lines: should it be required to preserve each parallel class? Preservation of 
parallel classes is required by [ 3 1, 21, for example; when r = 3 this leads to 
transformation sets (see [ 161) or isotopy classes (see [ 13, Chap. 41) as the 
fundamental equivalence classes of Latin squares. If individual parallel 
classes are not required to be preserved, as in [S, 241, then species (see 
[ 161) or main classes (see [29] ) become the fundamental equivalence 
classes of Latin squares. Following [4], we define a weak automorphism of 
a net to be a permutation of the set of points which induces a permutation 
on the set of lines, and a strong automorphism to be a weak automorphism 
which preserves each parallel class. This approach avoids the problems (see 
[24]) inherent in the definition of a translation, and extends readily to 
other structures defined by partitions. 
DEFINITION. A translation ?zer is a net with a regular group of strong 
automorphisms. Any such group is called a translation group of the net. 
Thus a translation net is the same thing as a set of MOLS with a regular 
group of strong automorphisms. Since the translation group acts regularly, 
the points of the net may be identitied with the elements of the group. This 
gives the third way of describing such an object, starting from a group G 
of order n2. A partial congruence partition of G with degree r (abbreviated 
to (n, r)-PCP) is a set 0% of r subgroups of G of order n such that U n V= 1 
for all pairs of distinct elements U, V of %. The elements of 02 are called 
components of the PCP. Sprague [32] showed that an (n, r)-PCP of G is 
equivalent to a translation net with translation group G: each element U of 
@ defines a parallel class on G, its classes being the right cosets of U. 
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It is shown in [32] that if G is the direct product of any two elements 
of 92 (that is, if any two elements of “2 are normal subgroups of G) then 
all the elements of & are isomorphic. In particular, G = H x H for some 
group H. Of course, this always happens if G is Abelian. Let us define a 
translation net to be a splitring translation net if its corresponding PCP has 
(at least) two normal components. 
Given a group H and permutations y and cx of H, we can construct a 
Latin square H(y, a) based OH H. The point-set is H x H; the rows and 
columns are the two co-ordinates; the letters are the sets 
for elements k of H. Section 10 of [31] shows that the strong 
automorphism group of this Latin square contains H x H acting regularly. 
In particular, we may take y to be the identity and c( to be an 
automorphism of H, thus obtaining Mann’s automorphism method of 
constructing Latin squares: see [26]. It is easy to see that squares (H, 1, a) 
and (H, 1, fi) are orthogonal if and only if afl-’ is a fixed-point-free 
automorphism of H. Define a set C of automorphisms of H to be fixed- 
point-free if (x/3--’ is fixed-point-free for every distinct pair of elements a, /3 
of C. Then a fixed-point-free set of s automorphisms of H gives rise to a 
set of s MOLS based on H. When H is elementary Abelian this method 
gives complete sets of MOLS based on H: that is, s = n - 1. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let H be a group of order n and let C be a fixed-point- 
free set of s automorphisms of H. Put G = H x H. For a in 22 put V, = 
{(h,h”):hEH), andput V,=lxH and V,=Hxl. Then {V,,V,)u 
{ U,: a E C} is a (n, s + 2)-PCP for G with normal components V, and U,. 
Conversely, every (n, s + 2)-PCP with two normal components may be 
represented in this way. 
Proof Clearly U, n U, = V, n V, = { ( 1, 1 )} for a in C because a is a 
bijection. Moreover G = U, x V, . If a and p are distinct elements of C then 
ap-’ is fixed-point-free and so U,n V,= {(h, h”):h”=h8)= ((1, l)}. 
Conversely, suppose that 9% is an (n, s + 2)-PCP for a group G of order 
n’, and that U0 and V, are normal components. Then Sprague’s result 
shows that there is a group H such that V E H for all U in %. Thus, 
without loss of generality, G = H x H and V, = 1 x H and V, = H x 1. Let 
U be any element of %\{U,, U,}. Then Vn V,= Vn U, = ((1, l)}, so 
there must be a permutation a of H such that V = V, = {(h, h”): h E H}. 
For all elements h and k of H, the subgroup V, contains (h, ha) and (k, k”): 
hence U, also contains (hk, h”k”). Thus h”k’= (hk)” and so a is an 
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automorphism of H. Let /? and y be distinct automorphisms of H such that 
S contains U, and Ii,,. Then 
and so /I-’ is fixed-point-free. 1 
The above proof is implicit in [23], where the special case that H is a 
direct power of a cyclic p-group was studied. 
Theorem 1.1 shows that the following are equivalent: a set of r - 2 
MOLS based on H constructed by Mann’s automorphism method; a 
splitting (IHI, r)-translation net with translation group H x H; a (IHI, r)- 
PCP with two normal components isomorphic to H. 
2. MAXIMUM VALUES 
2.1. Bounds 
The problem of determining the maximum size of a set of MOLS is as 
old as the definition of orthogonal Latin squares. For a group H, let us 
define t(H) to be two more than the maximum size of a set of MOLS based 
on H constructed by the automorphism method. Thus t(H) = 2 + f( H), 
wheref(H) is the maximum size of a fixed-point-free set of automorphisms 
of H. Theorem 1.1 shows that t(H) is also equal to the maximum value of 
r for which there exists a (1 HI, r)-PCP for H x H, and to the maximum 
value of r for which there exists a (1 HI, r)-translation net with translation 
group H x H. The latter number is called ?J H x H) in [24]. 
The value of t(H) is not known in general. General Latin square results 
give 
36t(H)<(HI + 1. (1) 
Mann’s pioneering paper [26] gave bounds on f(H) which translate into 
bounds on t(H) as follows: 
t(H, x Hz)>min(t(HI), t(H2)); (2) 
f(H) d pnH f(K). (3) 
Furthermore, Mann showed that, for every group H and every integer m 
such that H has elements of order m, the number of conjugacy classes of 
elements of order m is an upper bound on f(H). 
The upper bound in (1) is achieved if and only if H is elementary 
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Abelian. The lower bound is attained only by groups possessing no non- 
trivial fixed-point-free automorphisms: for example, the symmetric and 
alternating groups (except A,) and cyclic and dihedral 2-groups. It is 
widely conjectured that no insoluble group has a fixed-point-free 
automorphism. If this conjecture is true then t(H) = 3 for all insoluble 
groups H. 
Jungnickel [24] cites an unpublished result of Hayden which is a weaker 
form of this conjecture: if H is simple and H contains a single conjugacy 
class of elements of order p, where p is prime, then the maximal number of 
components of H x H is 3. Since t(H) = 2 + f( H), Mann’s conjugacy result 
gives the following strengthening of Hayden’s result. 
THEOREM 2.1. [f H has a single conjugacy class of elements of any given 
order then the maximum number of components of H x H is 3. 
In fact, the proof of Mann’s result shows that it can itself be 
strengthened, for “of order m” can be replaced by “in a single orbit of the 
automorphism group”. Hence we have 
THEOREM 2.2. The maximum number of components of H x H is bounded 
above by two plus the minimum number of conjugacy classes in any non-{ 1) 
orbit of Aut H on H. In particular, tf any such orbit consists of a single 
conjugacyj class then f(H) = 1 and t(H) = 3. 
Mann’s proof of (2) and (3) shows immediately that if H is nilpotent 
then t(H) is equal to the minimal value of t(P) among Sylow subgroups P 
of H: see also [22]. The proof of Mann’s conjugacy class result is that a 
supposedly fixed-point-free automorphism fixing a conjugacy class must fix 
an element of that class. This proof applies equally well to conjugacy 
classes of subgroups of H, and hence every fixed-point-free automorphism 
of H fixes a Sylow p-subgroup of H for all primes p dividing 1 HJ: see [ 19, 
Theorem 10.1.21. This gives the following theorem, which also folows from 
[24, Proposition 52.21. 
THEOREM 2.3. If H is any finite group then t(H) is less than or equal to 
the minimal value of t(P) for Sylow subgroups P of H, with equality tf H is 
nilpotent. 
Equality in Theorem 2.3 can occur for some non-nilpotent groups, such 
as S3. Later in this section we give an example of a non-nilpotent group 
where equality is not achieved. 
Theorem 2.3 shows that a good start to finding t(H) in general is to find 
t(H) for ail p-groups H, or at least for all Abelian p-groups H. This is done 
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in Section 2.2. First we need one more general result, which improves the 
bound in (3). 
THEOREM 2.4. Let H be a finite group with subgroups L and K such that 
L 4 K. If 4 is a fixed-point-free automorphism of H which fixes K and L 
then 4 acts fixed-point:freely on K/L. 
Proof See Theorem 10.1.3 of [19]. 1 
COROLLARY 2.5. If H is any group then t(H) < t(N) for all non-trivial 
characteristic sections N qf H. 
Corollary 2.5 improves the known upper bound for t(H) for many 
groups, in particular Abelian p-groups. However, this upper bound is not 
achieved in general, as the following example shows. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let H= (a, b: a7 = b3 = 1, ah=a2). Then the charac- 
teristic sections of H are cyclic of orders 7 and 3, so Corollary 2.5 gives 
t(H) 6 2 + 2 = 4. Let 4 be any non-identity automorphism of H. Then 
a”E (a). All elements of b’(a) conjugate a (and hence ab) to their fourth 
powers, so b” must be in b(a). Thus 4 is not fixed-point-free on II/(a), 
so 4 is not fixed-point-free on H. Hence t(H) = 3. 
The argument above can be generalized to show that t(H) = 3 for all 
non-Abelian groups of order pq where p and q are primes. 
2.2, p-groups 
Let p be a prime and let 4, be an automorphism of Z;. Then 4, defines 
an automorphism di of ZJ,: the action of dj on an arbitrarily chosen 
minimal set of generators of Z;, is formally the same as its action on an 
arbitrarily chosen minimal set of generators of Z;. It is clear that di is 
fixed-point-free if d is. Thus any fixed-point-free set Z:, of automorphisms 
of Z; defines a fixed-point-free set Zj of automorphisms of Zi,, and 
ICil = IC,I. This fact appears to have been known to group-theorists for 
many years, although it is not particularly interesting to them, because Z’, 
being a group does not imply that ,Ej is a group. Jungnickel used this fact 
in [23] to show that 
t(Zi,) = p” + 1. (4) 
If H is an Abelian p-group then H has the form 
H= Zp”“” x . . x Zp”l, (5) 
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where mN is non-zero. Then Eq. (4) and bounds (2) and (3) show that 
pm+ 1 6t(H)fprnN+1, (6) 
where m = min N !_,(m,). (To obtain the right-hand-side of (6) put 
K= {hpWNm’ : h E H} 
in (3): see also [22].) Whether the bound (6) could be improved has been 
an open question for many years. We shall show that the lower bound in 
(6) is always attained. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let p be a prime and let H be as in Eq. (5). Then H has 
characteristic sections of orders p’“’ for 1 d i < N. 
Proof. Put K,={hEH:h”=l}. For 26idNput 
K;={h~K,:3y~Hsuchthaty~‘~‘=h}. 
Further, put K,, , = 1. Then for 16 i Q N we have: 
(i) Ki is characteristic in H; 
(ii) K,, I <K; 
(iii) jKi( = pm”+ ” +mj, 
Thus K,JK,+ 1 is a characteristic section of order pm’. 1 
Combining Lemma 2.6 and Corollary 2.5 shows that the lower bound in 
(6) is also an upper bound. This gives our main result. 
THEOREM 2.7. Let p be a prime and let 
H= Z;/ x . . x Zp”l, 
where mN #O. Then t(H) = pm + 1, where m= min~ZY=,(mi). Thus the 
maximum size of a set of MOLS based on H and constructed by the 
automorphism method is pm - 1. Moreover, a translation net with translation 
group H x H has at most p” + 1 parallel classes, and there exists a trans- 
lation net with pm + 1 parallel classes and translation group H x H. Finally, 
pm + 1 is the maximal degree of a PCP for H x H. 
Although we cannot at present give exact values of t(H) for non-Abelian 
p-groups H, Corollary 2.5 does enable us to dramatically improve the 
known upper bounds. So far, the best bounds have been given by 
Jungnickel [ 221: 
t(H)<p”-‘+ ... +p+l 
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for non-Abelian groups H of order p”, and Frohardt [ 171: 
t(H) 6 2” -~ ’ 
for non-Abelian groups H of order 2”. 
THEOREM 2.8. Let p be a prime and let H be a non-Abelian group of‘ 
order p”. Then t(H) < pLn12 J + 1. [f H is not special then t(H) 6 pLn’3J + 1. If 
nG5 then t(H)<p+ 1. 
Proof Since H is not Abelian, its centre Z(H) is a proper characteristic 
subgroup of H. One of Z(H) and H/Z(H) must have order at most pLn”‘, 
so Corollary 2.5 shows that t(H) 6 pLn’*’ + 1. 
A similar argument shows that t(H) < pL”j3’ + 1 if H has a characteristic 
series of length 3. Recall that H is special if H’ = Z(H) = Q(H), where H’ 
is the commutator subgroup of H and G(H) is the Frattini subgroup of H. 
Now, Z(H) n H’ is non-trivial. If Z(H) n H’ # H’ then 
1 <Z(H)nH’<H’<H 
is a characteristic series of length 3. If Z(H) n H’ = H’ then either H’< 
Z(H), in which case 
1 <H’<Z(H)<H 
is a characteristic series of length 3, or H’ = Z(H). In the latter case then, 
if H is not special, H’ # Q(H), and so 
l<H’<@(H)<H 
is a characteristic series of length 3. 
Now suppose that H is special, with 1 H: Z(H)1 = pm. Then H/Z(H) is 
an m-dimensional vector space V over GF(p) and Z(H) is an (n-m)- 
dimensional vector space W over GF(p). The commutator operator [ , ] 
is a linear transformation from the exterior product V A V to W whose 
image is H’. Since H’ = Z(H) we have 
O<n-m=dim(W)ddim VA V=m(m-1)/2. 
In particular, if m = 2 then n -m = 1 and so n = 3. 
If n=5 and m=3 then dim(Vr\ V)=3 and dim(W)=2 so [ , ] has a 
l-dimensional kernel. Let v be a generator of this kernel. Since V has 
dimension 3, there are elements x and y of V such that u = x A y. Now, x 
and y are simply cosets of H’, so let X and -F be any elements of those 
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cosets. Then (Z(H), X, j) is the unique Abelian subgroup of H of order 
p4, and so it is characteristic in H. Thus if n = 4 or n = 5 then H has a 
characteristic section of order p, and this completes the proof. 1 
3. APPLICATIONS TO DESIGN OF EXPERIMENTS 
3.1. Lattice Designs 
Lattice designs are popular for practical experimental work. They are 
easy to construct and easy to analyse: see [27]. They have recently been 
shown in [ 1 l] to be optimal with respect to a wide class of optimality 
criteria. Like all resolvable designs they are easy to manage, because 
certain operations can be done replicate by replicate, and replicates can 
easily be removed from or added to the design between the original 
planning and the start of the experiment. 
This last possibility is the most relevant here. If an unbalanced lattice 
design is to be extended by the addition of one or more extra replicates, 
then the new design should, if possible, also be a lattice design, because of 
the above optimality result. This is possible only if the set of MOLS 
corresponding to the original design is noi maximal. Theorems 2.7 and 2.8 
show that, if the automorphism method is used, the size of a maximal set 
of MOLS based on an elementary Abelian group is very much greater than 
the size of a maximal set of MOLS based on any other group of the same 
order. Thus the designer of an experiment for n2 treatments in blocks of 
size n would be wise to always use a lattice design based on an elementary 
Abelian group of order n (if n is a prime power) and fixed-point-free 
automorphisms, as this leaves the greatest scope for adding further 
replicates. For small values of n, such designs may be obtained by omitting 
replicates from the plans in [ 12, pp. 428-4321. Of course, this advice is not 
valid if n is not a prime power. For example, when n is 12 then every group 
H of order 12 has a characteristic section of order 3 and so f(H) < 2 and 
t(H) < 4, by Corollary 2.5. However, there are sets of 5 MOLS based on 
the group Z, x Z, : they were constructed in [6,21] by a version of Mann’s 
method in which the elements of C are not required to be automorphisms. 
Thus there is a 7-replicate lattice design for 144 treatments, or, 
equivalently, a ( 12, 7)-net. 
3.2. Superimposing Latin Squares 
On long-lived experimental material, such as trees, a new experiment 
must often be superimposed on a previous Latin square design, say A. This 
presents problems with randomization, which are discussed in [30]. 
Usually the later design is insufficiently envisaged at the time of the first 
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design for a single randomization procedure to be possible. If A is already 
in place when the later experiment is designed, then the only possible 
randomization is by the group of strong automorphisms of A. 
For randomization to determine a clear analysis, it is essential that the 
group of randomizations be transitive: see Cl]. Which Latin squares have 
transitive strong automorphism groups is an interesting open question. 
However, Schonhardt’s previously cited result shows that every Latin 
square based on a group has a transitive strong automorphism group, and 
no other such Latin square is known to us. The designer of a Latin square 
experiment should thus always choose a square A(H) based on a group H, 
just in case another experiment might be later superimposed. 
In [16], Fisher and Yates advocate randomly choosing a Latin square 
from all Latin squares of the appropriate size. However, this is not 
necessary for randomization validity, as shown in [20] and even by Fisher 
himself in [ 151. It is sufficient to choose a single square A and then 
randomize rows and columns. Some squares are more suitable than others, 
and it would be foolish to risk using a less suitable square by slavishly 
following Fisher and Yates’ recommendation. 
What makes a square A suitable? In addition to transitivity, two further 
properties are desirable. First, the strong automorphism group should have 
well-defined strata, and there should be as few as possible of these (see [3] 
for a definition and discussion of strata). It can be shown that d(H) has 
well-defined strata if and only if H is Abelian; and that the number of 
strata for an elementary Abelian group is very much fewer than for any 
other Abelian group of the same order. Second, A should belong to a large 
set of MOLS so that, if necessary, many non-interacting sets of treatments 
may be accommodated in a later superimposed experiment. Once again, 
Theorem 2.7 indicates that H should be chosen to be elementary Abelian 
if possible. 
Fortunately these two desiderata coincide. Thus we can unequivocally 
recommend that the designer of a Latin square experiment for a prime- 
power number of treatments use a Latin square based on an elementary 
Abelian group. Thus the following Latin squares on [12, p. 1451 are not 
recommended: the 8 x 8 square, the 9 x 9 square, and the first three 4 x 4 
squares (these are all based on cyclic groups); and the 5 x 5 square, which 
is not based on a group at all. 
4. APPLICATIONS WITHIN PURE MATHEMATICS 
4.1. Partial Difference Sets 
Let G be a group of order v, and let D be a k-subset of G. Then D is 
called a (v, k, p, or)-partial difference set in G if the multiset of “differences” 
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n,n;’ (for (d,, dz) in D x D) contains each non-identity element of G\D 
exactly a times and each non-identity element of D exactly /3 times. These 
objects have been extensively studied by Ma in [25], though they were 
named much earlier [IO] and were effectively introduced in the original 
work on partially balanced designs [7]. Note that when (Y = /? then D is an 
ordinary (0, k, a)-difference set in G ([S, Chap. VI]). One large class of 
examples is constructed from PCPs as follows. Let Ui, . . . . U, be the 
components of an (n, r)-PCP in G and put D = (U, u ... u U,)\{ 1). Then 
D is a (n’, r(n - l), n + r2- 3r, r2 - r)-partial difference set in G (see [25, 
Proposition 3.41). Thus this construction results in a difference set if and 
only if n= 2r. One then obtains a Menon difference set in G (see [S, 
p. 2991). This construction is due to Dillon [14], who posed the problem 
of characterizing all groups (of even square order) admitting a difference 
set obtained in this way. Dillon’s problem was finally solved by the 
combined efforts of Sprague [32], Gluck [18], and Frohardt [17]. 
To solve the corresponding problem for partial difference sets with 
parameters (n”, r(n - 1 ), n + r2 - 3r, r2 - r) and n # 2r seems at present 
hopeless, since it would require determining the maximum number of 
components in a PCP for every group G of order n2. However, Sprague’s 
result and Theorem 2.7 solve this in the special case of Abeliun groups G. 
Then G = H x H for some Abelian group H, and a partial difference set 
exists if and only if r < t(H). As noted in Section 2.1, t(H) is equal to the 
minimum value of t(P) for Sylow subgroups P of H. But r(P) has been 
determined in Theorem 2.7. 
4.2. Strong& Regular Graphs 
It should also be noted that each partial difference set D with o! # p is 
fixed by inversion: that is, D = D-’ (see [28]). It is then not difficult to 
show that D gives rise to a strongly regular graph r with parameters 
(0, h-, a, a) with G as a regular automorphism group. (See [9] for a delini- 
tion of strongly regular graph.) This is no surprise: strongly regular graphs 
are another name for 2-class association schemes, which is the context 
where partial difference sets first arose. In the case of a partial difference set 
constructed from a PCP, r is just the net graph (see [S, Sect. X.61) 
belonging to the translation net D(G): the vertices of f are the points, with 
two points being adjacent if and only if they are joined by a line of D(G). 
Thus our results also imply the existence of the corresponding (n, r)-net 
graphs with Abelian Singer group G. Strongly regular graphs with Abelian 
Singer groups have also been studied by Bridges and Mena [8], and in 
unpublished work by Hughes, van Lint, and Wilson. 
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